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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN NATURAL GAS
REGULATORY POLICY

bcf Billion cubic feet.

BURRNER-TIP PRICE

The price paid for natural gas at the point of

consumption, signifying delivery to the final consumer.

GAS Federal Energy Regulatory Commission classification of natural gas produced from depths of more than 15,000 feet. Deep Gas is
more expensive to produce and is therefore allowed a higher Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission price than other classifications of natural
gas.
DEEP

Artificial recovery of oil by some means
other than normal production techniques. Usually water or gas injection
into a producing zone to flush or push out oil that is left in place due to
low levels of pressure in the reservoir.
ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY

FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) The federal agency
that regulates production, interstate gas pipelines, interstate gas sales,
and establishes uniform maximun prices for the different categories of
natural gas (specified in the NGPA) produced in the U.S.

FERC ORDER No. 380 (May 1984) Provides for the removal of variable costs (most importantly, gas cost) from a pipeline's minimum bill.
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Thus, if a customer were deficient in meeting, the minimum purchase
level, it would owe only the unit fixed cost portion of the commodity
rate. This decision began the strategy of "swinging" on pipeline sources
in order to take advantage of cheaper supplies from another pipeline or
the spot market.

FERC ORDER No. 436 (October 1985) Adopted two of four major
proposals. It represents a strong push towards eventual pipeline deregulation. It promotes contract carriage. It usually should require changes
in rate design and a comprehensive settlement with both producers and
customers. The primary disputes resulting from this Order have been over
take-or-pay issues. Order 436 changes the risk/reward profile for the
system.

FERC ORDER No. 451 Provides for the renegotiation of old gas prices
through a process known as "good faith negotiation" (GFN). Under GFN,
a producer may present old gas (pre-1978) contracts for renegotiation,
while the pipeline may reciprocate by presenting for price renegotiation
new gas contracts covering multi-vintage (both old and new) gas. In the
event that a price agreement cannot be reached, the gas is released and
the pipeline must provide transportation access. In the event the pipeline
is not an open access carrier, customers of the pipeline have the first right
of refusal to the gas. This order, like Order 436, does not address the
issues of take-or-pay in producer-pipeline contracts.

FORCE MAJEURE

A contractual clause between the buyer and seller of

natural gas providing that cessation or failure to buy the production from
a gas well shall not cause automatic termination of the lease contract.
The clause usually lists "Acts of God," adverse weather, compliance with
federal, state or municipal laws, wars, strikes and other contingencies
over which the leasee has no control.

FREE-MARKET PRICE

The price of natural gas not subject to control

by federal and state regulation.
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Term used to describe surplus natural gas which has no
current buyer in the market place.
GAS BUBBLE

A company that generates revenues from a
combination of natural gas production, transmission and/or retail gas
sales.
INTEGRATED PRODUCER

LDC Local Distribution Company, a company that sells gas to final
end users.

[LNG] Natural gas that has been liquified
by reducing its temperature to minus 260 degrees Fahrenheit at atmospheric pressure. Liquified natural gas will occupy 1/65th of the space
that it requires at atmospheric temperatures and pressures and is therefore
more readily transportable.
LIQUIFIED NATURAL GAS

The ownership of more than one portion of the
natural gas chain of supply (production, transportation or local gas distribution) by a single business entity or parent company. An example
would be a natural gas transportation company owning a local distribution
company.
MARKET AFFILIATES

Thousand cubic feet. The most common unit of measurement of
gas volume.
MCF

NGPA (Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978) Federal legislation enacted
during the Carter Administration that was intended to increase the supply
and conservation of natural gas. The act was designed to phase-in deregulation of the price of natural gas in order to encourage exploration
and production, to reduce consumption, and to establish a free-market
price.
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A contractual provision
between natural gas producers and pipeline companies allowing producers
to transport natural gas to a customer via the pipeline company's existing
transportation system. A transporter, such as an interstate gas pipeline
company, provides its service on a contractual basis for other parties.
PIPELINE CONTRACT CARRIAGE PROVISIONS

SPOT GAS MARKET PRICE The price resulting from a commodity transaction whereby participants enter into an agreement to buy and sell commitments of natural gas for short durations. This is in contrast to a contract
market price in which transactions are typically long-term. Spot market
purchase prices are a one-time purchase price for a specified volume of
natural gas.

STANDBY CHARGES

The fees for gas not normally used but available

in lieu of, or as a supplement to, the gas normally used for service.

SUPPLIER NET BACK

The price received by producers of gas net of

transportation costs to final purchaser.

TAKE-OR-PAY CLAUSE

The clause in a gas purchase contract which

provides that for a specific period of time a specific minimum quantity
of gas must be paid for whether or not delivery is accepted by the purchaser.

tcf Trillion cubic feet.

TIGHT NATURAL

GAS Natural gas produced from a formation that will

not give up its gas readily or in large volumes. The production of tight
gas is more costly and therefore less attractive to exploration and development. Such gas has been given an incentive price higher than the price
of gas from new, conventional onshore gas wells by the Natural Gas
Policy Act of 1978.
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A large diameter transportation pipeline (up to 30 inches
or more) into which many smaller lines connect. A pipeline that runs
from an oil and gas producing area to a refinery.
TRUNKLINE

The set price for all natural gas imported into
the United States from Canada.
UNIFORM BORDER PRICE

UNBUNDLED SERVICES The separation of natural gas transporting service from the purchase of natural gas.

WELLHEAD PRICE The price paid for natural gas at the point of production (the gas well). The wellhead price does not include costs of
cleaning, compression, transportation, distribution or other costs and
charges.

